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Ar�…………………………………………………………..…..
The Afterglow (Speakeasy), by Jimson
Whiskeyman and Mr. Sunshine
As the fires of the night start to die down, join us at
our black light speakeasy, where darkness and
vibrant luminescence intertwine. Indulge in
UV-reactive drinks, take in the ethereal artwork, and
be captivated by our dazzling performers. Come and
celebrate the radiant brilliance that can only be seen
in the dead of night, and revel in the Afterglow.

Alice’s Fun Haunt, by Ajay “Monstah”
Come fall down the rabbit hole into the creepier side
of Wonderland. Careful, you may even walk out with a
new friend at the end. Warning - there will be
blacklights and maybe some strobe lights. Please do
not enter if intoxicated and sensitive. Accessibility is
not promised, since it is maze-like, but we will do our
best to assist as needed so it can be enjoyed! If you
don’t want to go through the haunt and just want to
adopt a pet, you can do so by going through the exit.

AniWHALia, by TodO and the Gingers
Sinking into the POrtal, a bunny did slip. Into a
magical sea world, delighted by its mystery, this
bunny discovered deep and personal transformation.
Swimming through the unknown and embracing the
waves, he resurfaced. Forever changed, into a
great...big...wet…and very thirsty WHALE.

BETWEEN TWO WORLDS, by Ryan the
Runner, Mapachita, and Naked Yoga
Join in for an immersive experience between two
worlds - a celebration of ancestors and loved ones in
death. In a small space in the Burrow, see UV art
including❤ Skip and Mapachita moon bathing
together in the altar🌙. Listen to music, have a piece
of candy, and honor your ancestors by burning (a
small amount PLEASE🙏) incense, and writing a note
to a loved one (that will be brought to the temple
burn🔥 on Sunday). Bring items to place around the
altar (traditionally things loved - food, flowers, cigars,
etc.) Please pick your items up before you depart -
leave no trace).

Join us Friday in the Burrow, 9pm to 10pm, for yoga
and spirit-led prayers to ancestors!🙏 Drum circles,
priestesses, and those spiritually called to lead
prayers and songs, please make yourself at home or
connect to make a time on the schedule that does not
conflict with other events in the Burrow!

Big Weird Flower Thing, by Eli Bronstein
Look into the heart of a big flower, and try not to lose
it over what you find. If you like, bring a friend with
you to help you operate this little pocket universe.
Come back at night for a whole new - and
surprisingly weird - experience.

Bongo, by Quentin Davis
Quentin makes yet another sculpture
by nailing sticks together.

Chill Pills, by Hiplomat and No
Chill Pills is a radical gifting game in a prescription pill
bottle. and a small e�ort to counteract stigma
surrounding mental health. DO NOT EAT THIS GAME.
Participants, dubbed "Enablers", are prescribed a
unique set of beads which they can gift around playa
to enable moments. Every bead a moment!

Chill The Fuck Out, by Camp Get Bent
Welcome to Chill The Fuck Out, a serene and tranquil
hammock area nestled amidst the vibrant energy of
the burn. This blissful oasis is designed to provide
respite and relaxation for weary souls seeking a
temporary escape from the bustling excitement.

Community Pixel Mural, by Jen Finkle
Stop by ClusterPhuck and add some square stickers
to the Pixel Mural to discover where "down the rabbit
hole" leads!

Dara, by Eli Bronstein
Three windows float in the air. If you choose, come
around after dark, where you can make yourself
heard and, maybe, receive a response. This piece is
inspired by the Morrigain, the Celtic deity of prophecy
and sovereign protection for the earth, who often
appears as three separate entities. We’re ignoring her
status as the bringer of doom and destruction.
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The Dinky Diner, by Heidi K
Stop by the Dinky Diner for a little bit to eat and some
small talk. Gosh, we hope you’re not hungry.

Down the Rabbit Hole, by Sheck
A slip and slide into the pond!

Fabric/Clothing Batik Stenciling, by
Nitty Gritty
Bring your dark colored cotton (50% to 100 % cotton,
modal, linen, or canvas works best!) clothing or fabric
and use my stencils to art up your stu�. You can also
do reverse tie dye...it’s fun, easy, and beautiful!

Fire Circle, by Vix Baphumet
A fire circle is here for your entertainment and use!
This is a self-autonomous fire circle. Fire artists:
please bring your own supplies and a fire safety! If no
one is spinning after you, please put out the tiki
torches. There is a small tent, that’s the dip and fuel
drop area. Feel free to use at any time day or night!

The FLOWer, by Doug Shire, Laurence
Clarkberg, Duncan Anderson, Karl
Gesslein, Norm Scott (BEYOND Art
Collective)
The FLOWer is an interactive LED flower installation
that reacts to sounds made by participants in the
vicinity of the piece, or nearby music, with an
ever-changing and mesmerizing flow of light patterns.

Fuck Your Words, by Julie Skoda
Large scale version of that word game we all know.
No instructions needed - take it as seriously (or not)
as you'd like. Something to do while drinking and
shit-talking your friends? Fuck your words. Need to
step away for a quiet activity? Fuck your words. Want
to start a tournament and claim vocabulary
dominance? Fuck your words. Words are
important...but also fuck 'em.

Garden of Dangerous Angels, by Jax
Diehl
A trippy garden plot full of dangerous flowers and
mushrooms. Dangerous to mind, body, and heart.
Bright green plants with triangular saw tooth edged
leaves and moonlight kissed white trumpet flowers.

Each flower has an eye or face in their center. They
see you. Do you see them? Hear the quiet strain of
music playing. The song flows up from the mushroom
hands sprouting through the soil. Small grasping
hands, the palms and fingers a bright red with white
spots. The color warns you away while the music still
plays only for you. Can you hear it? Are you even
listening?

Glow Immersive, by Angelina Blasich
We store light inside for dark times when we need to
call upon it and shine it out for others to find us, for us
to find ourselves in the darkness even. Take a moment
and paint yourself/each other into glowy art and then
enter this art immersion space. Experience yourself as
luminescent art in this portable POrtal Glow Gallery.
Relax in cozy, glowy art space and experience
yourself and each other as fine art, as luminescent, as
gorgeous.

Institutional Chill Pills, by Timothy
Igna�o
The executive custodian for Institutional Chill Pills will
assist your organization, corporation and/or camp
with comprehensive support tailored to fulfill all of
your context-specific Institutional Chill Pills needs
and/or requirements.

#It’s a Trap!, by Stilted Saint
When confronted with art, do you sometimes have
di�culty interpreting what it actually represents? This
art doesn’t need a degree in art or an artist’s
statement. Through the art itself (and assisted by
appropriate signage), you should be able to figure
this one out!

Lily’s Pad, by Diana Clarke
Lilly’s Pad is a peaceful pad to float away and ponder
your day. Access the mystical Portal Lilly’s Pad
provides to all creatures large and small. The frogs
and turtles will have a right-away to Lilly’s Pad.

The Mage Tower, by Witchcraft Cadets
Slightly more than just an eerie glowing tower.

Merkaba Lantern, by Graziella
Soulblossom
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A wooden merkaba made from deadfall and yarn, it
can hold your hopes, dreams, wishes, and other
sentiments, all while glowing from within. Celebrate
the transformative power of the merkaba as we burn
it while hanging from a tripod, made from wood
sourced from the land.

MOOP Box Supreme, by Animal Planet
Rumor 'round these parts says there's gold hearts
a-hidin' in them hills yonder. Only them pure-hearted
folks what got the true spirit of a de-mooper in 'em
can lay hands on that shiny prize. Keep yer peepers
peeled for moop! Leave no trace. ~<3

Mushroom, by Mun
Two 10’ high mushrooms that light up!

Noisy Bullshit in the Woods, by
Authentic Simplicity
12 noon (HMT) tootn' for yah clockless hippies, and
probably a blast before we light fires, maybe another
one for fun, some days are hornier than others, who
knows! I am not drunk yet!

NOTE: Eastern Standard Time (EST) does not convert
directly to Hippie Maybe Time (HMT) but we do our
best to be right on our time.

Phile It!, by Nitty Gritty
ANONYMOUS FILING CABINET
CATEGORIES
1: Leave Your Baggage at the Door
2: Your Biggest Dream
3: Wishes for Others (leave or take a wish!)
4. Love Letter to Yourself
All writings will be collected, some to be randomly
read aloud. Then we will bundle the papers, distribute
them between the E�gy and the Temple, and BURN
‘EM!

POrtal Bunny a-Go-Go, by Stilted Saint
POrtal Bunny a-Go-Go will be on the go throughout
the site, visiting camps and events and adding some
bunny bizarreness to your journey Down the Rabbit
Hole!

POrtal Rabbit Hole Handprint Tapestry,
by Nitty Gritty

Come and add your handprint to our POrtal
Participant Batik Tapestry! Located at Camp Anam
Cara, next to Daisy Camp in the neighborhood of
Eventually.

Prancing Pony Puman Pamster Wheel,
by Soggy Loaf, Dirty, Lady Loaf, Mandi,
CoryBoi, Megan
Rat race getting you down in the default world? Feel
like you're getting nowhere, fast? Join your local
hole-in-the-wall dive bar in shaking that all
consuming ennui with our very own Prancing Pony
Puman Pamster Wheel, and get nowhere with us!

You might not be climbing the corporate ladder, but
by walking in the human sized hamster wheel you
could just get a smoothie* or adult beverage for the
low low cost of your own hu�ng and pu�ng. Ah!
Finally, the fruits (and spirits) of your own labor.

Sometimes you might only get a handful of silicone
for your trouble, so it’s best if this is an adult-only
a�air. The kids should be sheltered from their
eventualities until they're older. Anyway, BYOB (bring
your own bootstraps).**

*Feel free to bring your own smoothie makings by. Be
aware there could be potential cross-contamination
of possible allergens. We're a dive bar, not your
mommy.
**Bootstraps optional, but there might be splinters.

Professor Willie’s 1960s Liquid Light
Show, by Professor Willie
Tune in, turn on, but don’t drop out… Come here
instead! The 1960s liquid light show is a live show,
created while you watch! Projected psychedelic
imagery, similar to the visuals used by 60s and 70s
psychedelic bands such as Je�erson Airplane and
Pink Floyd, will include imagery produced using liquid
dyes and colored oils, augmented by slides, videos,
and laser patterns. Tune in and turn on to the
psychedelic imagery and music of the 60s and early
70s!

Professor Willie’s Flaming Willie, by
Professor Willie
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Professor Willie’s Flaming Willie is making its 9th
appearance at POrtalBurn…three tubes with propane
flames dancing in time with music! Meditate on the
scintillating scene... Dance in front of flaming tubes
pulsating in time with music… Go down the rabbit hole
with fire and music! Oh yeah!!! Fire and music… What
more could you want?

Queer Temple, by Cai Quirk
The Queer Temple is a sacred safe space to explore
one's relationship to gender, sexuality,
mono/polyamory, and other aspects of queerness.

EFFIGY: Rabbit Habit Tat, by Mun
Upside-down top hat with a spinning rabbit poking
out of the top. Wind powered, with internal fan blades
to spin faster and faster as it burns. Painted with
natural burn-safe dyes. No climbing up, but in is okay!

Rabbit Womb, by Cosmic Cowgirl
So you followed the rabbit down the hole - but have
you ever entered the Rabbit Womb? Enter our temple
to cultivate creativity, compassion, intuition, and
reflect on new beginnings. We will guide you to rabbit
spirit to reveal possibility - and discover how rest
within the womb will show you about your inner
strength.

Secret Temple, by Genie
In an artistic attempt to educate participants of the
burdens some hold deep within, Secret Temple
encourages you to release something that has never
been known, seen, or heard. Secret Temple allows the
healthy and therapeutic release of whatever might be
holding you back. Secrets fill the walls of the temple
and reveal (anonymously) the toxic evils that
consume us.

TEMPLE: Skull of the Jabberwock, by Mr.
Sunshine, Steve “Fern”, Mike “McGyver”,
Jimson Weed, Zoe, Acadia
Just as Alice read about the slaying of the
Jabberwock during her trip down the rabbit hole, so
too shall we send it o� in flame to carry the things we
no longer need away from us! Imposing and frightful,
the Skull of the Jabberwock will nonetheless burn in

riotous colored fire as we dance around it in
culmination of our festivities. We, the eclectic
adventurers bestowed with the mystical Vorpal Blaze,
invite you to bring o�erings to burn with the
Jabberwock so it holds us no ill will - things you no
longer need or want, things that will turn to smoke as
we celebrate.

Sybull, by BAR
Come ride Sybull's electric loins.

Synergic Non-Euclidian Fire Portals
(AKA Group Portal Weaving), by Laura
Katz Rizzo
Do you want to make some new connections? Come
participate in a collaborative freeform weaving
project. We will be tying sticks and ropes together
into organically shaped portals of manifestation and
release. Come build the portals and/or fill them with
your wishes, prayers, hopes, fears, sorrows, or
something else. The portals and everything inside will
burn.

Ups and Down, by Tara “Kiralove”
Murphy
Visual bipolar experience.

U·to·pi·a, by Queeropolys
A Cuddle Puddle re-imagined! A sexy space to explore
while traveling down the rabbit hole.

The Willow, by Lynn “Little Wren”
Knowlton
My friend told me this is a Healing Willow, not a
Weeping Willow. A safe space to reflect and
re-energize. Feel free to lay among the roots on the
pool of reflection. Gaze through the branches towards
the sky. Decorate the leaves with your thoughts and
art to float about on the breeze. Listen to the light
wooden tones, singing you to rest. Stop awhile and
find your peace.

Willy, by BAR
Watch our Willy shoot! Fire into the sky, that is.
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�em� Camp�………………………………………………..
Authentic Simplicity
Ya'll ever drive past one dem places...kinda got a look
about it...you know the type...on the edge of town,
junk cars, burn barrels, bloomers on the line. They us.
After poachin' POrtal placement fer a bit nah, we
done got squatter’s rights!!! Let this here in print be
the notice of our claim, our new spot, and y'all ain't
gettin rid of us! Come on down, down home, where us
simple folks are just a whistlin' an’ a grinnin' - we live
here now.

BAR
BAR does its best to provide you that shitty dive bar
experience on the playa. www.fuckyourbar.com

Blue Intensity
Blue. Lots of it. Intensely. In Tent City. We have lots of
big feelings. So do you. You can bring them to us. And
we'll give you co�ee (or decaf or hot cocoa). And a
(consensual) hug.

Bubbles for Breakfast!
Prosecco. O�cial breakfast of champions. Watch for
the bubble machine…

Burn Haven
Need to get away? We are the calm in the storm.
Come sit by the fire, relax, and tell a story. We love to
see your swagger, and burner fellowship. You are
always welcome at Burn Haven.

Camp Get Bent
Join Camp Get Bent at POrtalburn - we are back this
year and better than ever! Come check out our
escape room or hang out in the hammocks!

Camp Jellyfish
Camp Jellyfish is a chill space to hang out while we
encourage you to participate in our random
shenanigans and fuckery.

Camp M*E*S*S
A few outdoor enthusiasts (and their not-so-enthused
friends) would love to invite you to eat with us. We'll
have breakfast at 8am-ish and various fried foods as

we get inspired throughout the day/night. Do you
have things you would like to try? Bring them to fry!
Will also have SURPRISE TACOS when we get hungry,
or are asked nicely. Grilled cheese? Probably, we just
love to feed everyone.

Camp Sexy
We're bringing sexy back with some of your favorite
events and new ones! Join us for our It's Only
Thursday keg party. Risk life and limb at Sexy or Die.
Show o� your sexy brain and nose at the Smelling
Bee. Kick some ass at Minute to Win It. Get Your Sexy
Together after the e�gy burn with jams from
Railroad and Caboose. Kick o� your mornings with
Sticky Mike's co�ee. Pamper your fine self at our
Sexy Daycare station, or just come chill in our Sexy
lounge. And if you don't agree we are the sexiest
motherfuckers at POrtalburn, you're just not drinking
enough!

Circle Jerks
From Saturn's rings to the cells in our bodies, circles
are everything, everywhere, all at once. You are
welcome into our circle to twirl a hoop, march to the
beat of your own drum, enjoy sci-fi themed cocktails
at our Space Bar, and dance the night away to music
*with actual lyrics*. Even though we're jerks, we
promise to be nice!

Classy Alley
Wandering through the twisting streets of a classic
city, you stumble onto a small and seemingly
unimpressive street. But this is no ordinary road. It is
an alley to nowhere...and everywhere. At first glance it
may appear dark and dank, but look a bit closer and
you will find the wonders that only hidden alleyways
can o�er - unique food, music, drinks, and
surprisingly unforgettable memories. Stumble into the
classiest alley in town and experience the beautiful
secrets of POrtalBurn's own back streets.

ClusterPhuck
The untheme-iest theme camp around.
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Co�ee and Contemplation
Stop by in the morning for some fresh French press
co�ee and contemplative dialogue.

Cosmic Lounge
We have a stage, sound system, bar, lounge space,
and cool events. Enough said.

Cosmic West RV
We’re part of Cosmic Lounge, but in the RV section. =)

Criminali-Something
You’ve seen Camp Criminali-Tea, and camp
Criminali-Tacos, now get ready for Camp
Criminali-Something…else. We haven’t quite decided
yet. Come by to see what Crimes we’re committing
this year.

Daisy Camp
Drop by Daisy Camp for some great tunes and spirits.
Try a pickleback with whiskey chased by the pickle
juice of your choice. Or try a beetback with beet juice
and a shot of vodka! The bar will be open at dusk
every night until we pass out sometime before dawn.
Our very own DJ JEM will be spinning fresh tracks
every night. Look for our other events in the HELP
Guide.

Damnation Alley
We are creepy, kooky and some of us are extra
spooky. Haunting you from Philly and Rochacha,
creep through and say boo! We are friendly (if fed
and watered), and most of us don't bite (unless with
consent). Come stroll through our haunt and leave
with an adopted friend at the end.

Dance Camp
Come dance with me on my dance floor! Learn/share
dance moves. Let’s collaborate and create a flash
mob dance scene!

The Dinky Diner
Come by the Dinky Diner. We hope you're not hungry.

Eventually (Anam Cara & Daisy Camp)
DJs and dancing, pickle and beetbacks, projected
movies, batik stenciling, the Phile It art project,
inflatable unicorns, laser lights, and fun games.

Everything Butt the Kitchen Sink
Sex-positive with an edge for human growth and
potential. We use sexuality as an avenue to expand
(or push) boundaries. We will o�er programs that are
sexual and non-sexual in nature...such as the famous
Ramp of Death!

Ginger Farts
Where our farts smell like ginger and our champagne
tastes like water! Come fart around with us! A lounge,
a bar, a costume closet, a freak show, a WHALE, who
knows what you'll find here...find hear? A whole lotta
laughter!

Green Your Burn
Green Your Burn helps attendees burn greener by
allowing participation in composting and recycling
e�orts. We accept food waste for composting,
aluminum cans for redeeming NY container deposits
as a fundraiser, and empty propane canisters for
recycling. Upon dropo� of materials, participants will
also have the opportunity to learn about composting,
recycling, and the NY state bottle bill. An afterburn
report will be created based on the results of the
participation and shared with the community to show
how green the burn was.

GYST Eastside
Peeps from a TTITD camp - join us for our Gin & Tonic
Hour and ask us anything about the Big Burn!

ILLUMINATION
WE BRING LIGHT INTO THE DARKNESS. AND
VIDEOS.

Long Pork Lounge
Welcome to The Long Pork Lounge! Nestled within the
vibrantPOrtal Burn landscape, we beckon you to
embark on a journey of connection, entertainment,
and tantalizing culinary delights. As you step into our
camp, you’ll be greeted by the warm glow and
crackling flames of our magnificent fire pit. The fire
acts as a centerpiece, drawing people together in its
captivating embrace. Gather around and sizzle....I
mean, feel…its comforting warmth. Let the flickering
light inspire conversations and connections that
transcend the ordinary. Enveloped by the sounds of
boots and cats that permeates the night time air of
Hummingbird Hill, Saturday morning you'll find
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yourself immersed in a sonic experience like no other.
Although we are not a big sound camp, The Long Pork
Lounge sets the stage for a vibrant and enchanting
atmosphere. Lose yourself in the rhythm, dance with
abandon, or howl with laughter and simply let the
melodies transport you to another dimension around
the fire.

The Long Pork Lounge’s true delight lies in its culinary
prowess. Step up to the feast and bring a plate as the
aroma of mouthwatering delicacies fills the air. From
perfectly grilled masterpieces to succulent soups and
breakfast delights, our culinary o�erings are
designed to satisfy even the most discerning of
palates. Beyond the fire, music, and food, The Long
Pork Lounge cultivates a community of like-minded
individuals seeking connection, creativity, and shared
experiences. Engage in conversations, share stories,
crack some jokes and embrace the spirit of
togetherness as you forge new friendships amidst the
pulsating energy of POrtal Burn. So, venture into The
Long Pork Lounge, where the fire dances, the music
ignites the soul, and the culinary delights tantalize the
senses. POrtal is a place where you can escape the
ordinary and immerse yourself in a world of wonder,
leaving you with memories that will linger long after
the event comes to a close. Join us on this
extraordinary journey and discover a realm of
connection inside this special place we call home and
all the shenanigans that awaits at a place called, The
Long Pork Lounge.

Midnight Plushie Lounge
The Kingdom Of Plushies and Misfit Hominids! Come
by to chill and meet the plushies and introduce yours,
or come as an orphan human in need of plushie love!

Playa Pharmacy
HQ for Chill Pills, the radical bead gifting game in a
prescription pill bottle. DO NOT EAT THIS GAME. Stop
by day or night to find the combination of Chill Pills
that is right for you. Our pharmacists will walk you
through the e�ects, help you manage side e�ects,
and provide unlimited refills. Gift your Chill Pills
anywhere on playa! Playa Pharmacy boasts
inconvenient hours, questionable medical practices,
and a nonexistent safety record. Chill Pills Rock Opera
performance Sunday at 12pm.

The Poison Factory
We are collectively a 10 year old boy from the 1920s
who is worried his boss will be steamed at him if he's
late for his job at the poison factory. Our factory is a
safe place for all human beans. We aim to provide a
lil’ hangout zone for anyone looking for new friends,
good tunes, and radical acceptance. We are
committed to making the burns we attend the best
they can be. Come hang out. All the food is poison.

Ponder's Den
Ponder's Den is a group of board gamers and self
proclaimed comedians who are here to enjoy
absurdity and community. Come check us out for a
good laugh or have some fun playing board games!

PortalBunny A-Go-Go
Theme camp for the PortalBunny A-Go-Go art mobile,
the giant bunny here to help take you down the rabbit
hole! The camp will also have some mobility devices
to help those with challenges to go-go more easily.
Speaking of Go-Go, the camp is also equipped with a
pole with music-activated laser light show!

Prancing Pony
Playa's hole in the wall dive bar. Wonderfully curated
jams and a sticky bar top where friends are created.
BYOshot glass.

Professor Willie
Professor Willie’s Flaming Willie is making its 9th
appearance at POrtalBurn - three tubes with propane
flames dancing in time with music! Meditate on the
scintillating scene…. Dance in front of flaming tubes
pulsating in time with music… Go down the rabbit hole
with fire and music! Oh yeah!! Fire and music…what
more could you want?

Professor Willie’s 1960s liquid light show. Tune in, turn
on, but don’t drop out… Come here instead! The 1960s
liquid light show is a live show, created while you
watch! Projected psychedelic imagery, similar to the
visuals used by 60s & 70s psychedelic bands such as
Je�erson Airplane and Pink Floyd will include
imagery produced using liquid dyes and colored oils,
augmented by slides, videos, and laser patterns. Tune
in and turn on to the psychedelic imagery and music
of the 60s and early 70s!
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Queeropolys
A theme camp that aims to create a safe, inclusive
space where queer and polyamorous burners are

welcomed, supported, and celebrated. Stop by for a
chat, a workshop, or a snuggle!

Slacker Camp
Slacker Camp is a camp for the slacker in all of us. We
have cuddle puddles. We have a photo booth. We
have LEGO-like bricks to fuck around with. We have
games to win...or lose. We have other stu�. Just
remember…you get to slack so we don't have to.
Yeah...I think that’s how it works.

Tortuga
Tortuga will host a fire spinning space,
mini-videogasm, and a treasure hunt-ortunity.

VIB (Very Important Burners)

The Royal Society of Very Important Burners (VIB)
embodies the principle of Radical Self Importance.
Our exclusive oasis is open to only the burniest of
burners. All new members must be vouched for by
existing VIBs (or complete a rigorous screening
process). Once inside, you will experience the best
libations, gifts, and services available anywhere at
POrtal.

Wizard Camp
A glowing courtyard of colorful curtain lights adorned
with 4 lantern towers, a place of music, merriment,
fun, games, and activities. Oh yeah, and a bar!

Would U Rather?
Come to Would U Rather? for food and fun! Enjoy our
hot breakfast, drink our round-the-clock co�ee, or
play our namesake game! (Spin the two wheels and
choose which you'd rather do - then do it!)
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Event�……………………………………………………………
💚 = Fun for Everyone, appropriate for all age levels
💛 = Mature, minors must be supervised, parental discretion recommended
❤ = Adult Only, no minors allowed

THURSDAY Ranger Training & Radio Orientation @ Ranger HQ (BOOB/MASH)💚
Training for both rangering and radio use! All are welcome!

6pm

Bring: a willingness to learn

THURSDAY 6-hour Sound Check with DJ Dangler @ Cosmic Lounge💚
DJ Dangler is just checking the sound system. Nevermind that it takes 6
hours. The bar will be open so bring your cup.6pm - the DJ gets tired

Bring: a cup

THURSDAY Whale Watching @ Ginger Farts💚
Rumor has it that a whale may have migrated over to the Pond at
Hummingbird Hill. Is it true? Join the Gingers as they watch and wait for a
sighting of the majestic blue whale.

7pm - sunset

Bring: binoculars

THURSDAY The Polish-Ish Ambassador @ The Burrow💚
Assemble your space crew and put on your party pants.🕺💃 Inspired by
the legendary Polish Ambassador, I'll be spinning some of his hottest
beats, and you might just hear some unreleased tracks from his upcoming
album, "Super Chill Goats"🐐!!! So bring your best party attire and be
prepared to dance until your shoes fall o�!

7pm - 9pm

Bring: your funkiest outfits and
dance moves!

THURSDAY It’s Only Thursday @ Camp Sexy💛
What’s better after a hard day of setting up camp than a nice cold beer?
Swing by Camp Sexy, grab a cold one and dance baby, because It’s Only
Thursday! The party will start as soon as we get our sexy shit together,
hopefully at 8pm! Bring yer cup!

8pm

Bring: your cup
‘

THURSDAY House Music by RailRoad @ Cosmic Lounge💛
DJ RailRoad throws down on opening night! Boots-n-cats…

11:59pm - 2am

Bring: your feet and a drink cup

FRIDAY Co�ee & Contemplation @ Co�ee and Contemplation💚
Get your ca�eine on! Bring your cup and propensity for contemplation
dialogue to start the day with our French pressed brew. All accoutrements
to the grind are for your avail. While you’re here, enjoy our Sensory
Stimulation Station, pull up a chair and chat, or take in our meditation
area for full morning enlightenment. Whatever you do, make sure to visit
us on the playa and share the love.

7:30am - 11:30am (ish)

Bring: a cup
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FRIDAY HOT MESS BREAKFAST @ CAMP M*E*S*S💚
Starting at like 8ish, maybe earlier, maybe later. Pancakes, bacon, fruit
toppings & whatever else I fit in my cooler. Wake up and put food in your
face with us, to soak up all those decisions last night.

8am-ish or until I give up
cooking or people stop eating

Bring: plate and silverware or
eat with yo hands, no judge

FRIDAY Naked Mile @ Queeropolys💚
Are you naked? Are you going to run a mile naked? Hell yeah you are!
Fuck yeah you are!9am

Bring: water, shoes if you have
sensitive feetsies

FRIDAY Stabbing with Ink & Needles @ The Burrow (in the dock house)❤
Baphumet will be gifting small tattoos from a flash sheet. Professional
tattoo artist out of PA, has brought the needles, inks, and sanitary
requirements to permanently leave a design in your flesh. Please bring
your ID to sign waver. First come, first served while supplies last.

10am - 12pm (noon)

Bring: your ID to sign waiver

FRIDAY Escape the Dungeon of the Mad Mage @ Camp Get Bent💛
Come get your Escape Room on at Camp Get Bent!

10am - 2pm

Bring: hands and a desire to
solve puzzles

FRIDAY Mandatory Virgin Acclimation Tour (M-VAT) @ The Burrow (on the
deck)💚
We know your first time can be scary. Let Crackerjack set you up for
success! This mandatory tour includes exclusive behind-the-scenes access
to the best theme camps and everything you need to know to have a
successful first burn. Wear comfy shoes, sunscreen, and bring a cup.

10:30am - 11:30am

Bring: walking shoes, a cup,
maybe pen and paper for notes

FRIDAY Ranger Training & Radio Orientation @ Ranger HQ (BOOB/MASH)
Training for both rangering and radio use! All are welcome!

11am

Bring: a willingness to learn

FRIDAY Big Gay Brunch @ Queeropolys💚
Queeropolys invites you to our BIG GAY BRUNCH! Swing by to meet, greet,
and hang out with fellow queers, and grab some brunch while you're at it!
(Did someone say mimosas?) We will also be playing some consent games.

11am - 1pm (or stay longer,
we’re friendly)

Bring: your gayest attire!
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FRIDAY Rolling Veggie Delights @ Vorpal Blaze💚
Vegetable wraps!

11am - 3pm (or until supplies
run out)

Bring: plate, napkin, cup

FRIDAY Carrie M Birthday Run WARM UP @ MASH❤
There will be a warm up 5k run at noon Friday. Meet at MASH.
If you know you are joining, please RSVP-text Steven at 917-699-066.12pm

FRIDAY Pastry Brunch @ Would U Rather💚
Enjoy breakfast pastries, co�ee, and booze to add to your co�ee! Food
will be served until supplies last.12pm

Bring: cups and appetites

FRIDAY Ponder's Den Sticker Poker @ Ponder’s Den💚
Come on down to Ponder's Den to play poker with stickers! Each new
player who approaches the table gets 20 free stickers to bet with in a
limited Texas Hold ‘Em game! Small stakes! New players welcome! We'll
teach you how to play, and you may even win some stickers. Skilled
players limited! Beat Ponder's hand and you might just win a special prize!
See you there!

12pm - 6pm

Bring: any stickers you’d like to
bet, otherwise we will provide
the stickers as chips for betting

FRIDAY DIY Hula Hoop Crafting & Flow Jam @ Camp CircleJerks💚
You bring the jerks and we’ll bring the circles! Folks of all ages and abilities
are welcome to make-n-take a fancy new hula hoop, skill share, and flow
about it. All flow props are welcome!

12:30pm - 2pm

Bring: flow props and flow
bodies

FRIDAY Cuddle Party @ Queeropolys - Queer Temple❤
A Consent and Boundary Workshop with lots of cuddles as well as
conversations and explorations of di�erent kinds of consent. Led by a
healer/wizard/tantra priest. 18 plus for all orientations. Please come from
the beginning… The workshop builds as it goes so it’s hard for someone to
jump in after about 10-15 minutes.

12:30pm - 2:30pm

Bring: open mind, blanket or
pillow optional (as cushion)

FRIDAY Criminally Irresponsible Auditions @ Camp Criminali-something❤
Are you an actor? Have you ever wanted to see yourself on the Silver
Screen? Do you have that special something that the entertainment
industry eats for breakfast? Come to camp Criminali-something to attend
our open auditions for our new play, held in complete disregard to the
current SAG-AFTRA strike. We are three very serious directors, and we will
be judging you on your talent, your dedication, your ability to keep it
together, and most of all your CHOICES.

1pm

Bring: your best self, stage
ready. A prepared monologue,
if you have it (we have material

for you if not)
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FRIDAY Gyros! @ Ginger Farts💚
Have you savored your farts today? No? Well we have the perfect antidote
for you! Come eat Samir’s gyros. If you know, you know. They are the best
on the Playa. Samir’s been serving up gyros at regionals for 180 years and
they just keep getting better. Stay for the tunes and chill on our whoopie
cushions. The best part? Gyros help you fart!

1pm

Bring: a plate, fork, and big
appetite!

FRIDAY Batik Stencilling with Nitty Gritty @ Anam Cara/Daisy Camp💚
Batik (bleach) stenciling. Bring dark colored cotton clothes and use my
stencils and spray bleach to art up your stu�!1pm - 2:30pm

Bring: dark colored cotton,
linen, denim, or canvas clothing
or fabric that can be bleached

FRIDAY Portal Participant Batik Hand Print Tapestry @ Anam Cara/Daisy
Camp💚
Come put your handprint on the Portal Participant Batik Hand Print
Tapestry. Using bleach on a black sheet, we will all leave our mark! Rinsing
station will be available.

1pm - 2:30pm

Bring: hands

FRIDAY ClusterPhuck Cuddle Party (CPCP) @ The Burrow💚
Come have a snuggly afternoon siesta with our adoptable stu�ed animals,
knockout cocktails and mocktails, mellow music, and licensed
Snuggleologist! Cuddles require CONSENT, and we will discuss what this
means!

1pm - 3pm

Bring: blankets, pillows, PJs,
cuddly things

FRIDAY Pipe Making Workshop @ Wizard Camp💛
Ever find a rad piece of wood and think, “Man, I sure would love to smoke
stu� out of this!”? Well, you're in luck! We will have tools and wizardly
guidance available to turn your gnarly stick into an instrument of
smokitude! Bring that cool stick you found and then smoke out of it
afterwards!

*PLEASE* be mindful of where you find your wood, poison ivy/oak oils can
stay on items for a long time and are EXTREMELY harmful if burned! If
you're unsure, don't bring it! <3

1pm - 4pm

Bring: a cool looking stick or
piece of wood to be made into
a pipe (it doesn't have to be

pipe shaped)

FRIDAY Angry Turds Sling Fest @ the pond (hill side)💚
Deftly dodge defacation and rubber duckies at the first annual Angry
Turds Dodgeball game. We'll do the initial game Friday 2pm, with ongoing
shit slinging opportunities throughout the weekend.

2pm

Bring: friends

FRIDAY Smelling Bee @ Camp Sexy💚
Put your nose and noggin to the test and compete in our first ever Sexy
Smelling Bee! First you smell it, then you spell it! Come give it a shot, and
get a shot! There can be only one winner…will it bee you?

2pm - 3:30pm

Bring: humor!
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FRIDAY Magical Massage @ Wizard Camp💚
1 massage therapist delivering healing touch via massage chair to anyone
interested, 5 to 15 minute increments depending on the amount of people
attending.

2pm - 4pm

Bring: your ability to relax

FRIDAY Trivia w/ Toni @ The Poison Factory💛
I got questions, do you have answers? Join us at The Poison Factory
where I, Toni, will blast you with an assortment of random trivia questions
such as: “Which came first?” “True or false?” “Who’s your daddy?” Bring
yourself and/or some teammates if you’d like. You’ll be splitting into teams
of no more than 4 (maybe 5 if a lot of y’all turn up to the function). NO
SPORTS RELATED QUESTIONS WILL BE INCLUDED. There will be music,
silliness, and yes, PRIZES!

2pm - 4pm

Bring: BBE (Big Brain Energy)

FRIDAY Yacht Rock Happy Hour @ Cosmic Lounge💚
Smooth favorites and a signature 70s inspired cocktail. YACHT ROCK,
Noun 1. a smooth, tuneful rock music style popular especially in the US in
the late 1970s and early 1980s.

3pm - 4:30pm

Bring: a cup and dancing shoes

FRIDAY Booty Massage+ @ Cosmic Lounge❤
Ms. NakedYoga will rub you down the rabbit hole starting with your booty.
20 minute massages to tap into your inner caterpillar. Will you shrink or
grow...only time will tell. Radical inclusion dictates I must accept hairy
bootays. Oh damn! Limited supply, first come first serve but must be
n@*ked to participate.

3pm - 5pm

Bring: towel

FRIDAY Cocktails and Canapes with Crusty Cantankerous Cacophonists @ Very
Important Burners (VIB)💛
Tired of that joy-joy feeling you get at Burns? Feeling a little jaded and
entitled? So are we. After over 400+ burns under our collective belt, it's
time for an old fashioned Snark Attack by some VIBs. Former RCs,
Coordinators, DPW, Gayte, and BOD all here to roll our eyes at, well,
everything (it's okay, you can roll them back). Bring: tongue, cheek, and a
sense of humor (we lost ours, help?)

3pm - 5pm

Bring: snark

FRIDAY Taco Sauce Party @ Camp Jellyfish💚
Who doesn't love tacos?!? Hang out with your favorite Jellyfish and
partake of our non-toxic tacos. It is, after all, the perfect food and we
want to put it in your mouth. Vegan option will be available.

4pm - 5pm

Bring: maybe a plate, but hands
are the perfect vessels

FRIDAY Foot Rub Speed Dating @ Blue Intensity💚
By now your feet and calves are throbbing from hiking up and down that
hill. After you wash those aching tootsies at our footwashing station, join
the footrub lineup to take turns as massager and massagee. Rotate
through the lineup for as long or as little as you wish. Make new friends
along the way!

4pm - 6pm

Bring: a chair if convenient. But
we'll have plenty onsite.
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FRIDAY Smok'em If You Got'em @ Slacker Camp❤
Cum join us bunnies at Slacker Camp as Hugh Hefner serves you with
smoked meat to fill your belly and smokable items to fill your lungs. All
playboy, playgirl, and/or playful bunnies welcome!

4:20pm

Bring: bunny ears, lungs, and an
empty belly to fill

FRIDAY Cheesesteaks @ The Long Pork Lounge💚
Experience the mouthwatering delights of Philadelphia at PortalBurn's
Long Pork Lounge. Join us for a celebration of iconic cheesesteaks and
vibrant Philly music. Indulge in savory flavors while iconic artists like
Aretha Franklin and The Roots serenade you. Don't miss out on freshly
baked soft pretzels, a beloved tradition. Immerse yourself in the essence
of Philadelphia at The Long Pork Lounge, Friday night at PortalBurn.

5pm - 7pm (or until supplies run
out)

Bring: appetite

FRIDAY Eat Me, Drink Me @ Damnation Alley💚
Come have a spooky tea party with the monsters and creatures at
Damnation Alley! Decorate your own spooky mini cupcakes and cookies
and have some tea! (Alcoholic and non-alcoholic provided.)

6pm - 7pm

Bring: a cup for tea! Donations
of frosting and cupcake toppers

accepted.

FRIDAY Pollination Parade @ The Burrow (if we’re not there, find us swarming
over to Sunflower and Daisy)💚
Get your BUZZ on with us as we pollinate our way through camp. Wear
your wings, your antenna, your spider legs or just your insectile attitudes
as we sip sweet nectar and swarm our way to Camp Sunflower and Daisy
Camp. Bring a cup and any buzzy noise makers! (Kazoos? Vibrators?)

6pm - 6:30pm

Bring: your wings, antenna, and
other buggy parts, a cup, buzzy

noisemakers

FRIDAY Sunset Set with DJ JEM @ The Burrow💚
Enjoy the best tropical, ethno, and classic house music with DJ JEM at The
Burrow while you float around the pond!6pm - 8pm

Bring: chill vibes and a float if
you like!

FRIDAY Cosmic Lounge Variety Show @ Cosmic Lounge💛
Come dazzle or be dazzled! This Variety Show has a whole lot of… well…
VARIETY! You don’t want to miss it. Your fellow burners are the stars of the
show! CW: Fun for almost everyone, but may contain bawdy language and
adult themes. Parental discretion is advised.

7pm - 8:30pm

Bring: a cup and maybe a chair

FRIDAY Authentic Relating Games: Identity & Diversity @ Queeropolys❤
Bring an open heart, ready ears, a sober mind, and raw honesty to explore
and share your identity and celebrate diversity in this community. In this
safe space, we invite you to be brave, go deep, and connect with yourself
and each other. Ages 18+

7pm - 9pm

Bring: an open heart, ready
ears, a sober mind, and raw

honesty
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FRIDAY Chill Pills Rock Opera Sing Along @ The Burrow💚
Chill Pills, the Rock Opera, is comprised of jingles for Chill Pills, the radical
gifting game in a prescription bottle (you can find them at Playa
Pharmacy). DO NOT EAT THIS GAME. Over the course of 55 minutes, 17
tracks will take you on a journey through connection and chaos from the
perspectives of complex emotions personified. If you like synthesizers,
puns, and subversive political commentary with a feel good message, Chill
Pills the Rock Opera may be right for you.

8pm - 9pm

Bring: Chill Pills!

FRIDAY Slutty Cocktail Happy Hour @ Camp Jellyfish❤
Calling all floozies, tramps, and jezebels! Wear your skankiest outfit, bring
your bawdiest behavior, and stop by to have a drink from our select menu
of slutty cocktails.

8pm - 9pm

Bring: a cup

FRIDAY Bats Out of the Belltower: A Goth Dance Party @ Damnation Alley💚
A goth dance party - spinning goth, post-punk, industrial, and dark wave
music!8pm - 12am (midnight)

FRIDAY Disco Friday @ Daisy Camp❤
Come down to Daisy Camp and shake your groove thing all night long!
Pair the best disco of the 70s and 80s with a pickleback or a beetback! Get
ready to boogie, baby!

9pm

Bring: boogie shoes, groove
thing, funky chicken, and a cup

for libations!

FRIDAY Professor Willie’s Flaming Willie @ Professor Willie's Theme Camp💚
Professor Willie’s Flaming Willie is making its 9th appearance at POrtal
Burn...three tubes with propane flames dancing in time with music!
Meditate on the scintillating scene…. Dance in front of flaming tubes
pulsating in time with music… Go down the rabbit hole with fire and music!
Oh yeah!! Fire and music…what more could you want?

9pm

Bring: your love!

FRIDAY PortalBurn 2023 Cuddling Championships @ Ginger Camp💚
Do you have what it takes to be a cuddling champion? Bring us your best!
All experience levels welcome, consent first, rated PG. We're professionals
here!

9pm - 10pm

Bring: cuddle wear

FRIDAY CircleJerks Space Bar and Dance Party @ CircleJerks💛
Calling all intergalactic babes: You are invited to unlock your galaxy brain
at our blacklight camp and dance the night away to earthling music *with
actual lyrics*. Make a pit stop at the Space Bar for sci-fi themed cocktails
that’ll take you to another planet, Janet. Space slut and/or neon attire is
encouraged!

9:30pm - 12am (midnight)

Bring: tour twerking bahooty,
gyrating body, and a thirst
needing to be quenched!
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FRIDAY World Beat Dance Party @ Cosmic Lounge💚
Tired of the womp womp and boots and cats? Come shake your thang to
world beat tracks from all over, curated by the one and only DJ Nataraj at
Cosmic Lounge! African, Caribbean, and Latin producers will be featured,
and there may be Inuit throat singing!

9pm - 11pm

Bring: a cup and have a libation
at the Cosmic Bar!

FRIDAY Professor Willie’s 1960s Liquid Light Show @ Professor Willie's Theme
Camp💚
Professor Willie’s 1960s Liquid Light Show. Tune in, Turn on, But don’t drop
out… Come here instead! The 1960s Liquid Light Show is a live show…
created while you watch! Projected psychedelic imagery, similar to the
visuals used by 60s & 70s psychedelic bands such as Je�erson Airplane
and Pink Floyd will include imagery produced using liquid dyes and
colored oils, augmented by slides, videos, and laser patterns. Tune in and
turn on to the psychedelic imagery and music of the 60s and early 70s!

10pm-ish

Bring: a chair?

FRIDAY Sexy or Die @ Camp Sexy💛
Camp Sexy’s classic death-defying game show is back! The rules are
simple - we leave it up to you to complicate. Oh, and the only person
judging you is our underage referee.

10pm

Bring: Participation and Radical
Self-Reliance

FRIDAY Wizard Rave (A “STAFF” Meeting, If You Will) @ Wizard Camp💛
Bring your sta� and dance the night away to magical music and enjoy
some potion! (Sta�s are encouraged but not required, come as you are!)10pm

Bring: a sta� if you have one!

FRIDAY Dangler Fever Inducement @ Cosmic Lounge💛
Submit to the hype, pack a pipe, come dance while the tunes are ripe! You
too, will be a believer of DANGLER FEVER! Bangin' remixes to satisfy your
fixes!

11pm - 1am

Bring: a drink cup, and pull
along everyone you see on the

way over!

SATURDAY Rufus Du Sol Cover Set with Electric Cello @ The Burrow💚
Come to the burrow to dance for a late night set of your favorite Rufus Du
Sol songs with live vocals and live looping electric cello, featuring Chell
(CelloDancer). "If you want me, if you need me, I'm yours."

2am - 3am

SATURDAY 3am PsyTrance Party @ The Burrow💛
Psychedelic Trance probing your earholes, by DJ Dangler. Melty beats,
beautiful bloops & bleeps to keep ya dancing and skipping sleeps! The
truth is out there. HERE.

3am - 5am

Bring: wear a foil hat, just to be
safe!
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SATURDAY Co�ee & Contemplation @ Co�ee and Contemplation💚
Get your ca�eine on! Bring your cup and propensity for contemplation
dialogue to start the day with our French pressed brew. All accoutrements
to the grind are for your avail. While you’re here, enjoy our Sensory
Stimulation Station, pull up a chair and chat, or take in our meditation
area for full morning enlightenment. Whatever you do, make sure to visit
us on the playa and share the love.

7:30am - 11:30am (ish)

Bring: a cup

SATURDAY HOT MESS BREAKFAST @ CAMP M*E*S*S💚
Starting at like 8ish, maybe earlier, maybe later. Pancakes, bacon, fruit
toppings & whatever else I fit in my cooler. Wake up and put food in your
face with us, to soak up all those decisions last night.

8am-ish or until I give up
cooking or people stop eating

Bring: plate and silverware or
eat with yo hands, no judge

SATURDAY Breakfast - Eggs, Bacon, and More! @ Would U Rather💚
Enjoy a hot and tasty breakfast! We're serving up eggs, bacon, co�ee, and
potentially other delicious items - while supplies last!9am

Bring: plates, cups, appetites

SATURDAY Friends of Bill W Meeting @ MASH❤
Note: if you are a friend of Bill W, feel free to reach out anytime before or
during the burn! Steven: 917-699-06619am

SATURDAY Queer Temple Meditation: Beyond Pink and Blue @ Queeropolys -
Queer Temple💚
Pink and blue are just two colors in the rainbow, and male and female are
just two genders in a wide range of possibilities. Together we'll explore and
delve deeper into various aspects of queerness and identity through
activities that help us connect with and celebrate each other and our
various unique selves. All ages and identities are welcome.

9am - 10:30am

Bring: an open mind

SATURDAY ASQ Clinical Study @ the showers💚
Does your daily routine include combining cleanliness and ca�eine? If not,
why not? Regardless, come enjoy some hot joe in the shower and
participate in the asQ Survey Team's clinical study. We have the joe...all we
need is you! Come join us and experience the joy.

9am until the co�ee’s gone!

Bring: a cup and towel

SATURDAY I Wish Co�ees with Genie @ VIB❤
What better way to start your playa day than with a wish and co�ee with
your favorite Genie?10am - 11am

Bring: a cup and a wish

SATURDAY Escape the Dungeon of the Mad Mage @ Camp Get Bent💛
Come get your Escape Room on at Camp Get Bent!

10am - 2pm

Bring: hands and a desire to
solve puzzles
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SATURDAY Carrie M Birthday Run @ MASH❤
Come one, come all! 5k and 10k routes. Hydration station and cupcakes🧁
Meet at MASH! If you know you are joining, please RSVP-text Steven at
917-699-066, so we can ensure we have enough SWAG. But please come
even if you don’t RSVP. Happy running!

11am

Bring: fun

SATURDAY Fire Safety Training @ the Fire Circle next to ClusterPhuck💛
Want to learn how to be a safety for your fire-spinning buddies? Join
Hazmat & Jen for hands-on training, covering topics like how to use a fire
blanket to extinguish props and people, fire safe and unsafe clothing, and
what to do when shit goes wrong. Everyone will have a chance to practice
putting out lit prop, and we'll be lighting Hazmat on fire so y'all can put
him out, too!

11am

Bring: wear natural fiber
clothing (cotton, linen, wool, etc.

- naked is fine too!)

SATURDAY Dance Exercise Warm Up and Tutu Making @ Dance Camp💚
Come to Dance Camp for an exercise warm up and stay to make your own
tutu!11:30am

Bring: scissors

SATURDAY Magical Massage @ Wizard Camp💚
1 massage therapist delivering healing touch via massage chair to anyone
interested, 5 to 15 minute increments depending on the amount of people
attending.

12pm - 2pm

Bring: your ability to relax

SATURDAY Everything Bagel, Cream Cheese and Lox @ Cosmic Lounge💚
Brunch! Brunch! Brunch! Do you like the flavors of EVERYTHING? Do you
like lox? Capers? It’s 100% chilled. Ice cold.12:30pm - 2pm

SATURDAY Batik Stencilling with Nitty Gritty @ Anam Cara/Daisy Camp💚
Batik (bleach) stenciling. Bring dark colored cotton clothes and use my
stencils and spray bleach to art up your stu�!1pm - 2:30pm

Bring: dark colored cotton,
linen, denim, or canvas clothing
or fabric that can be bleached

SATURDAY Portal Participant Batik Hand Print Tapestry @ Anam Cara/Daisy
Camp💚
Come put your handprint on the Portal Participant Batik Hand Print
Tapestry. Using bleach on a black sheet, we will all leave our mark! Rinsing
station will be available.

1pm - 2:30pm

Bring: hands

SATURDAY Birthday Dance Party with/for DJ Nataraj @ The Burrow💚
DJ Nataraj (Doug) of Sparky the Unicorn fame is having a big birthday
with a "0" in it! Everyone is welcome to come celebrate with a DJ dance
party. Cake and gluten-free desserts will be served! Burners with birthdays
near the event dates are also welcome to join and be celebrated as well.

1pm - 3pm

Bring: a cup and if you like, a
birthday suit!
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SATURDAY Group Grope @ Everything Butt the Kitchen Sink❤
Please join us for some fun fondling! All limits will be respected. Spell them
out with body markers, if you like. Hand sanitizer will be required and
provided. Written instructions from the gropees will be read to all the
gropers...no boundaries will be crossed. Consent, consent! Gropees will be
led blindfolded through a gauntlet of gropers. Bring your own leader or
pick someone randomly. Clothing optional. All genders welcome. Sensual
fondling or rough groping, it’s up to the gropee!

1pm - 3pm

Bring: a good sense of your
boundaries and an openness to

explore them

SATURDAY Minute to Win It with Dash @ Camp Sexy💚
Do you have a minute? Then you can come and win it!
Head to Camp Sexy to play, then go on your way!1pm - 3pm

Bring: your competition! Or one
will be provided for you...

SATURDAY VIB Chef’s Table Tasting Menu @ VIB Lounge💚
The Royal Society of Very Important Burners (VIB) invites you to an
exclusive tasting menu prepared by VIB’s own Michelin-starred Chef
Rebecca. Rebecca and her team will present a multi-course seasonal
farm-to-table interpretation of burner cuisine and rare desert
preparations. VIB’s sommelier will be on hand to o�er curated beverage
pairings.

1pm - 3pm

Bring: a cup!

SATURDAY Rock Paper Scissors Tournament @ Cosmic Lounge💚
Limited to the first 32 burners that sign up!

2pm

Bring: fingers

SATURDAY Hillbilly Yoga @ Cosmic Lounge💚
Hillbilly yoga with Solace! Come get a Pabst Blue Ribbon and a
complimentary full set of teef.3pm

Bring: yoga mat or towel.
Hillbilly clothes optional.

SATURDAY Salsa & Salsa @ The Burrow💚
Get your salsa moves on and/or dip your snacks in salsa at the Salsa &
Salsa event! No dancing experience required. Comes as you are with your
smiles, love of music, energy, corn chips, or other yummy snacks. I will be
giving a 15-minute class for those who would like to learn to kick o� the
event. Salsa will be both danced and consumed!

3:30pm - 4:45pm

Bring: food you like to dip salsa
in or sprinkle over

SATURDAY CircleJerks Percussion Jam Session @ CircleJerks💚
Hang out and jam to a variety of international music with the option to go
improv. BYO drum / other instruments or use the ones provided. Dancing
encouraged!

4pm

Bring: your instruments and/or
dancing legs
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SATURDAY Burner Bingo @ Daisy Camp💚
Win burner swag and great prizes while learning all about the burner world
playing burner bingo with your favorite Genie. This is a great event for
virgins, kids, and everyone who loves to play bingo.

4pm - 5pm

Bring: a chair

SATURDAY 99 Bottles of Beer on the wall @ Cosmic Lounge❤
We all know the lyrics. Let's watch it happen!

4:35pm

Bring: thirst and vocal cords

SATURDAY POrtal Bunny's Very Merry Birthday/Un-Birthday Party @ The Burrow
💚
You get just one birthday every year. But you also get 364
UN-BIRTHDAYS!!! Join POrtal Bunny and the POrtalBurn Board of
Directors (BOD) as we celebrate your beautiful un-birthdays. Enjoy music,
un-birthday drinks, un-birthday cake, and stoopid gifts (no MOOP!). Also,
the BOD wants to meet you and hear about YOUR experiences at
POrtalBurn. Come chat!

5pm - 6pm

Bring: birthday party attire,
hats, noisemakers, stoopid gifts
(no MOOP!), and something for

eating CAKE

SATURDAY Let's Taco About!!🌮 @ The Long Pork Lounge💚
Join us for an unforgettable taco fiesta at the Long Pork Lounge! Enjoy a
sizzling taco bar with mouthwatering options like slow-roasted pork,
seasoned chicken, and flavorful ground beef. Craft your own perfect taco!
Vegan options available, too. Music will serenade your senses, from
Spanish flamenco guitar to mariachi and norteño rhythms. Food and
music create a lively and soulful ambiance. Fuel up for burn night or
simply savor a delicious meal around a campfire.

5pm - 7pm

Bring: a plate

SATURDAY Sacred Kink @ Queeropolys - Queer Temple❤
A workshop exploring kink as sacred. Led by a healer/wizard/tantra priest.
Ages 18+ for all orientations. Will be kinky, might be sensual, will not be
sexual. Come explore the divinity of your inner kinkster and play together
in a guided, consensual, experiential way. Please come from the
beginning… the workshop builds as it goes so it’s hard for someone to jump
in after about 5-ish minutes.

7pm - 8pm

Bring: open mind, blanket or
pillow optional (as cushion)

SATURDAY The Dating Game @ Cosmic Lounge💚
Who's ready to play The Dating Game??? We will have several rounds; for
each, we need a bachelorette and 3 bachelors (both roles are open to
everyone regardless of gender). Please come a little early if you want to
play. The lucky couples will be sent on a date!🌹 Content Warning: Major
cheese and 1980s misogyny.

7pm - 7:50pm

Bring: a chair and cup

SATURDAY Sunset Swim in Shpongleland @ The Burrow (the pond)💚
Shpongle mixed by Dangler while the sun goes down. Float physically and
mentally as you enjoy the colors in the sky.8pm - 9pm

Bring: a floaty and a towel
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SATURDAY SHREK RAVE @ The Burrow💚
Come hang out at THE SWAMP (AKA The Burrow) for an hour long
OgreTheTop Shreksperiece! Bring your Scariest Roar, Belchiest Burp,
Fanciest Dance Moves, and Craziest Costume and you just might win a
prize!

9pm

Bring: your freak flag!

SATURDAY NAKED at the DISCO! @ Cosmic Lounge❤
Dirty dancing in the cage, hot and sweaty blackout RAGE with DJ Dangler
spinning modern remixes of disco and other sexy tunes! He'll be spinning
his instant classic original song SOMEWHERE in the mix! You'll know when
ya hear it, don't miss this rare treat!

11pm - 2am

Bring: drink cup and lots of
energy to share

SATURDAY Get Your Sexy Together @ Camp Sexy💛
Get yer ass over to Camp Sexy after the e�gy burn for some booty
shakin’ grooves with the fabulous GYST DJs…Railroad and Caboose! We’ll
dance till we can’t dance no more!

after the E�gy burn

Bring: yourself!

SATURDAY New Year's Eve - Party Like It's 1999! @ Daisy Camp❤
You are o�cially invited to ring in the new year with Daisy Camp at our
celebration, New Year's Eve: Party Like It's 1999! Starts promptly after the
burn! Fret over Y2K or discuss the latest Britney Spears CD! At midnight we
will have a champagne toast, so don't forget your cup! Will the world end
at midnight? Who knows?! Who cares?! Let's pump it up and break it down
until the wee hours!

after the E�gy burn

Bring: a cup for champagne,
something to make noise at
midnight, and your best party

duds!

SATURDAY Professor Willie’s 1960s Liquid Light Show @ Professor Willie's Theme
Camp💚
Professor Willie’s 1960s Liquid Light Show. Tune in, Turn on, But don’t drop
out… Come here instead! The 1960s Liquid Light Show is a live show…
created while you watch! Projected psychedelic imagery, similar to the
visuals used by 60s & 70s psychedelic bands such as Je�erson Airplane
and Pink Floyd will include imagery produced using liquid dyes and
colored oils, augmented by slides, videos, and laser patterns. Tune in and
turn on to the psychedelic imagery and music of the 60s and early 70s!

after the E�gy burn

Bring: a chair?

SATURDAY Professor Willie’s Flaming Willie @ Professor Willie's Theme Camp💚
Professor Willie’s Flaming Willie is making its 9th appearance at POrtal
Burn... three tubes with propane flames dancing in time with music!
Meditate on the scintillating scene…. Dance in front of flaming tubes
pulsating in time with music… Go down the rabbit hole with Fire and Music!
Oh Yeah!! Fire and Music… what more could you want?

after the E�gy burn

Bring: your love!

SUNDAY Dirty Dangler throws down at BAR! @ BAR❤
Dangler getting dirty on the mix, filthy fun on the dance floor! B00M!

3am - 5am

Bring: your sexXxy energy!
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SUNDAY Co�ee & Contemplation @ Camp Co�ee and Contemplation💚
Get your ca�eine on! Bring your cup and propensity for contemplation
dialogue to start the day with our French pressed brew. All accoutrements
to the grind are for your avail. While you’re here, enjoy our Sensory
Stimulation Station, pull up a chair and chat, or take in our meditation
area for full morning enlightenment. Whatever you do, make sure to visit
us on the playa and share the love.

7:30am - 11:30am (ish)

Bring: a cup

SUNDAY Breakfast - Eggs, Bacon, and More! @ Would U Rather💚
Enjoy a hot and tasty breakfast! We're serving up eggs, bacon, co�ee, and
potentially other delicious items - while supplies last!9am

Bring: plates, cups, appetites

SUNDAY Friends of Bill W Meeting @ MASH❤
Note: if you are a friend of Bill W, feel free to reach out anytime before or
during the burn! Steven: 917-699-06619am

SUNDAY French Toast in the Renaissance @ Dance Camp💚
Enjoy Homemade French toast while listening to music from Renaissance!

10am until food is gone

Bring: plates and utensils

SUNDAY Escape the Dungeon of the Mad Mage @ Camp Get Bent💛
Come get your Escape Room on at Camp Get Bent!

10am - 2pm

Bring: hands and a desire to
solve puzzles

SUNDAY Sunflower Bloody Sunflower @ Camp Sunflower❤
Join us at Camp Sunflower on Sunday morning for Bloody Marys and
Tequila Sunrises. (Near RV camping - look for the sunflower flag!) Bring
your own cup. We'll have all the fixin's.

11am - 1pm

Bring: a cup, stories from last
night

SUNDAY Mad Hatter's Tea Party🐰🎩☕🍰🎉 @ GYST Eastside💚
Come one, come all, EVERYbunny, to the Mad Hatter's Tea Party! Don your
kookiest costume or fanciest finery, and tip your hat to this year's theme.
We've got hydrations and libations, a congregation of celebration - and as
always, PARTICIPATION! Want to serve the tea - or spill it? Perhaps poetry
you'd like to perform? Possess a plethora of picnickery? WE WANT YOU!
Partake in this plentiful picnic party, an ode to extravagance, Wonderland
whimsy, and all things over-the-top.

11am - 1pm

Bring: Wonderland costumes,
silly hats, tea (hot or iced),
snacks to share - whatever

makes this magical!
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SUNDAY Chill Pills String Ceremony and Rock Opera Sing-Along @ Playa
Pharmacy💚
Did someone give you a bead and call it a Chill Pill? Hopefully you didn't
eat it. Come to Playa Pharmacy to string your beads into a keepsake and
sing along to the Chill Pills Rock Opera. Reflect on the momentous
moments enabled with Chill Pills and provide the Pharmacists with
feedback on the e�ects and side e�ects. If you collected the whole set of
16, now is the time to claim your prize.

12pm - 1pm

Bring: Chill Pills bottles

SUNDAY PSA: Boy Scouts Carwash Fundraiser @ parking💚
Parking Service Announcement: Sunday, the Almond Boy Scouts, Troop 71,
will be having a car wash fund raiser in the parking lot. Troop 71 has
o�ered to wash all of our vehicles for a suggested donation of $25 dollars
each. They will be leaving a QR code so you can remit mandatory
donations. Since it's an honor system, please don't forget to send your
payment before exodus. DPW WILL be verifying all payments have been
received before you will be permitted to leave the site on Monday.

12pm - 4:19pm

SUNDAY Ponder's Den Sticker Poker @ Ponder’s Den💚
Come on down to Ponder's Den to play poker with stickers! Each new
player who approaches the table gets 20 free stickers to bet with in a
limited Texas Hold ‘Em game! Small stakes! New players welcome! We'll
teach you how to play, and you may even win some stickers. Skilled
players limited! Beat Ponder's hand and you might just win a special prize!
See you there!

12pm - 6pm

Bring: any stickers you’d like to
bet, otherwise we will provide
the stickers as chips for betting

SUNDAY CJ’s Comedy Cafe @ The Burrow💚
Bad Dad jokes and one-liners!

1pm - 2pm

Bring: a sense of humor

SUNDAY Pride Parade @ The Burrow💚
Join Queeropolys to celebrate our pride! Bring your flags, your colors, your
queerness, and your love! All ages and identities welcome. The parade will
do a loop and end at the Burrow for a Pride Power Hour!

1pm - 2pm

Bring: Pride flags, anything else
used to celebrate

SUNDAY Portal Participant Batik Hand Print Tapestry @ Anam Cara/Daisy
Camp💚
Come put your handprint on the Portal Participant Batik Hand Print
Tapestry. Using bleach on a black sheet, we will all leave our mark! Rinsing
station will be available.

1pm - 2:30pm

Bring: hands

SUNDAY CircleJerks Percussion Jam Session @ CircleJerks💚
Hang out and jam to a variety of international music with the option to go
improv. BYO drum / other instruments or use the ones provided. Dancing
encouraged!

2pm

Bring: your instruments and/or
dancing legs
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SUNDAY Paint-N-Trip @ Ginger Farts❤
It’s Sunday Funday and you find a treat labeled “Eat Me” at your camp…
about an hour later, the trees are breathing and the clouds are
transforming into dragons… You watch and wish you had some paint
brushes and a canvas to bring these visuals to life. Keep wandering down
the rabbit hole and take a right at Ginger Farts. We have paint brushes,
paints, and a canvas to make your trippiest dreams become a reality. “Eat
Me”’s not included. BYOP.

2pm

Bring: an open mind
overflowing with creative juices

SUNDAY Pride Power Hour @ The Burrow💚
Join Queeropolys for a Pride Power Hour in the Burrow. If you've been
craving some gay jams, come dance to your heart's content!2pm - 3pm

Bring: your dancing shoes!

SUNDAY Classy Alley Cat Brunchy Mocktail Party @ Classy Alley Camp💚
Come schmooze and swing the brunchy afternoon away at the classiest
alley in town with some every classier cats. Classy Alley brings you tasty
mocktails, swingin’ jazz, alley snacks, and of course, classy cats. Want real
booze? That’s cool! We’ll have some or BYO. Kitty costumes welcome.
Spend your Sunday afternoon with fellow cool cats.

2pm - 3:30pm

Bring: your CUP, kitty costumes
welcome

SUNDAY Gin & Tonic Hour @ GYST Eastside❤
Get your G&T on, GYST style! Featuring gin and tonics, wine and
cheese(balls), and a super secret surprise guest bartender from Camp
Sexy.

3pm

Bring: your cup

SUNDAY Booty Massage+ @ Cosmic Lounge❤
Ms. NakedYoga will rub you down the rabbit hole starting with your booty.
20 minute massages to tap into your inner caterpillar. Will you shrink or
grow...only time will tell. Radical inclusion dictates I must accept hairy
bootays. Oh damn! Limited supply, first come first serve but must be
n@*ked to participate.

3pm - 5pm

Bring: towel

SUNDAY Procrastination & Cheese @ ClusterPhuck💚
Did you bring a bunch of cheese, and haven't gotten around to eating it
yet? Don't want to pack it out? Bring it to ClusterPhuck and we'll eat it for
you! Dairy and non-dairy cheeses accepted.

afternoon-ish or whenever (3pm
- 6pm if you want actual times)

Bring: cheese, maybe some
crackers if you don't want them

SUNDAY Sunday Scaries @ The Burrow💚
Fight the Sunday Scaries at The Burrow with DJ JEM! It's our last full day
together, so let's dance and vibe together before the great Monday
Exodus takes hold!

4pm - 6pm

Bring: song requests and good
vibes only!
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SUNDAY Souper Sunday! @ The Long Pork Lounge💚
Indulge in Souper Sunday at The Long Pork Lounge! Delight in the rich
and flavorful "Momma Mia Zuppa", an Italian sausage masterpiece. Savor
each spoonful by the cozy campfire while enjoying a glass of exquisite red
wine perfectly paired with the robust flavors. share in laughter and
connection over delectable soup, fine wine, and the enchanting ambiance
of Italiano Classics. Join us for an unforgettable culinary experience!

5pm - 8pm

Bring: bowls and spoons

SUNDAY Littles Party @ Queeropolys - Queer Temple❤
Come experience your own inner child together with other people’s inner
children. Connect and play together. Tea party, popcorn, and a movie!
Pajamas encouraged. Led by SkyDaddy, a healer/wizard/tantra priest.
Ages 18+ for all orientations (so we get to let out our inner children without
actual children around)

7pm - 9pm

Bring: open mind, blanket or
pillow optional (as cushion)

SUNDAY REST in POWER Hour @ Cosmic Lounge💚
One hour DJ set from Dangler, spinning songs from artists that have
passed on, but left us with their beautiful music. Rare and remixed
versions of songs you know and love.

11pm - 12am (midnight)

Bring: drink cup and alllll the
love!

ongoing 24/7 Co�ee Station @ Blue Intensity💚
Stop by anytime to help yourself to the comfort and aroma of French press
Colombian co�ee, or decaf or hot cocoa. Available condiments will include
both dairy and non-dairy options.

Bring: a drinking vessel

ongoing, ends Sunday at 5pm Alice’s “Fun” Haunt @ Damnation Alley💚
Come fall down the habbit hole into a spooky forest before wandering in
on a skeleton tea party. Be careful when you leave, though, as you may
just walk out with a new "friend"! (TW: potentially creepy things and some
small strobe lights. If needing accessibility, please see a camp member
who can help by shutting o� strobe lights/help you through.)

Bring: yourself!

ongoing Between 2 Worldz @ The Burrow💚
Join in for an ongoing immersive experience in between two worlds - in a
celebration of ancestors and loved ones in death. In a small space in the
Burrow, see UV art including❤ Skip & Mapachita moon bathing together
in the Altar🌙. Listen to music, have piece of candy, and honor your
ancestors by burning (a small amount PLEASE🙏) incense, and writing a
note to a loved one that will be brought to the temple burn🔥 on Sunday.
, 🦝 & *Featuring soil paint artwork by Hayley Davis

Bring: items to place around the
Altar (traditionally things loved
in life - food, flowers, cigars)

ongoing Branding @ Everything Butt the Kitchen Sink❤
Yes, you read correctly…BRANDING. We all love the Burning Man, man
image. Don’t you want the image permanently on your body?!? We can
help you with that. Yes, it fucking hurts. After-care instructions will be
given. Step up! Stop in for a chat, random times. Only those clear-headed
and responsible. Less is More has branded many Burners from Black Rock
City to New York. This ain't his first rodeo!!

Bring: a clean body. Only sober
people will be considered!
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ongoing Cake’s Hidden Letters @ Vorpal Blaze (and random locations)💚
Find a hidden letter to participate in a 'Where’s Waldo?' game.

Bring: nothing. Just start by
finding a letter.

ongoing Camp Sexy Daycare @ Camp Sexy💚
Visit our Sexy Daycare lounge and chill for awhile! We have face, eye, and
foot masks to soothe and refresh you. And lots of tattoos to beautify your
sexy self! Come by anytime. If you come in the morning, you can get a
nice hot cup of Sticky Mike’s Co�ee to enjoy while you treat yourself too!Bring: your sexy self!

ongoing Chill Pills @ Playa Pharmacy💚
Want to play a game? It's a radical gifting game called Chill Pills, and you
play it by gifting beads to enable moments. We have a full range of social
stimulants, vibe stabilizers, anti-chaotic and pro-chaotics. Come get your
unique prescription at Playa Pharmacy, then gift your beads anywhere at
anytime to realize their e�ects. Every bead a moment!

Bring: Chill Pills bottles if you
already have them

ongoing, Thursday at 12pm to
Sunday at 5pm

CircleJerks Arcade @ CircleJerks💚
Come chill and play games while resting up for partying all night. Games
include cards, Yahtzee/Farkle, mini foosball, cornhole, giant Jenga, darts,
and other fun bar games. Winners spin the wheel for fabulous prizes!

Bring: friends

ongoing Co�ee "Bar" @ Would U Rather?❤
Enjoy round-the-clock co�ee - as well as a variety of intoxicants to put in
it, if you so choose!

Bring: cups

ongoing Costume Rack & Repair @ ClusterPhuck💚
Browse the rack for your newest favorite piece of clothing, or grab a repair
kit to fix an old favorite. More involved repairs available if you can find
Jen F!

Bring: your body to dress up!

ongoing, whenever we feel like
it (if the sign says "open")

Food Porn Glory Hole @ Camp Jellyfish💛
Enter our private booth, close your eyes, open wide, and let someone
defile your face hole.

Bring: open mind and mouth

ongoing FREE CLOTHES🐝 @ Ginger Farts💚
If you love it, it’s yours.

Bring: your body
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ongoing Giant Bubbles Station @ the pond💚
Mesmerize and amaze your friends...entertain yourself and peeps hanging
out around the pond. Test your skills at the giant bubble station. Fun for
young and old alike! Small bubble wands also provided.

Bring: yourself

ongoing Green Your Burn @ Green Your Burn💚
Green Your Burn will be accepting your food scraps for composting, your
empty 1 lb propane/butane canisters for recycling, and aluminum cans for
5¢ NY redemption as a fundraiser for POrtalBurn Art Grants 2024.

Bring: food scraps, empty
propane/butane canisters, and

aluminum cans

ongoing, Thursday - Sunday Group Portal Weaving @ Synergic Non-Euclidian Fire Portals💚
Do you want to make some new connections? Come participate in a
collaborative freeform weaving project made by binding sticks and ropes
together into organically shaped portals. Build the portals or fill them with
your wishes, prayers, hopes, fears, sorrows or something else. The portals
and everything inside will burn.

Bring: yourself, a willingness to
play with sticks and rope

ongoing How To Make Your Camel Toe Smile @ Everything Butt the Kitchen
Sink❤
This is the first of its kind program in the notorious “Adult Section” of
Hummingbird Hill, Thumpers Mound. If you know Less is More…you won’t
want to miss he/him/his insightful fashion and anatomy guidance and
observations. Drop in anytime, or make an appointment!!! (Yeah, like he’ll
remember an appointment.)

Bring: your camel toe. Waxed,
shaved, trimmed, or fully furred.

ongoing Instafy Your Experience (#It's a Trap!) @ the hill above the pond💚
Learning that there was another project with the same name I gave my
art last year, I figured I should help boost the signal for them! #It's a Trap!
is your chance for a photo op to post so that you can self-promote to your
heart's content.Bring: your phone and your

Instagram account

ongoing, every night beginning
when it gets dark...ending when

it gets light

Late Night Movies @ Anam Cara💛
Late night movies.

Bring: a seat. Some will be
provided but not guaranteed.

ongoing Make Your Own Buttons! @ Ponder’s Den💚
Come press our buttons at Ponder's Den! We'll have a pin button press out
for use, with a stack of magazines and endless possibilities for collage.

Bring: unique magazines if
you’d like to contribute to

supplies!
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ongoing, Friday to Sunday Micro Balls Cube @ Micro Balls Camp💚
The shiny balls cube but smaller!!!

Bring: love of shiny things

ongoing, every night Pickleback, Beetbacks, DJ JEM @ Daisy Camp❤
Drop by Daisy Camp for some great tunes and spirits. Try a pickleback
with whiskey chased by the pickle juice of your choice. Or try a beetback
with beet juice and a shot of vodka! The bar will be open at dusk every
night until we pass out sometime before dawn. Our very own DJ JEM will
be spinning fresh tracks every night. Look for our other events in the HELP
Guide.

Bring: your friendly faces and a
desire to party!

ongoing Playabrary @ ClusterPhuck💚
Stop by to find your next favorite book or make a souvenir bookmark.
Gently loved book donations accepted.

Bring: reading glasses

ongoing Queer Clothing Swap @ Queeropolys💚
Come browse our queer closet and pick out a brand new look for POrtal!
Feel free to bring your own clothes to donate to the closet, and take
whatever items strike your fancy. (Any clothes that do not find a new home
at the burn will be donated to Goodwill by our camp.)Bring: clothes you'd like to

donate to the closet!

ongoing (hours depend on the
queer spirit guides)

Queer Tarot Readings @ Queeropolys💚
Tap into the rainbow of tarot with a magical reading. Have a question to
ask wonderland? We might find some answers - or a whole lot more
questions. Whatever happens, it’s gonna be queer.

Bring: an o�ering to the queer
spirit guides and your rainbow

tarot reader

ongoing The Ramp of Death @ Everything Butt the Kitchen Sink❤
Premiered in 2019 at NECTR. Highly endorsed by Jon Luke, AKA Ouch. “It
moved me to tears and ended in an actual change to my life path.” Need
we say more, motherfucker?!? Stop in for a chat; random times. This is
where your new life could begin. What is holding you back from reaching
an ENTIRELY new existence??! We will look at it. Are you brave enough??

Bring: readiness for self
examination

ongoing Realm of THE DEAD! @ Everything Butt the Kitchen Sink❤
Step into the Realm of THE DEAD! What questions do you have for THE
DEAD? What secrets do they want to tell you? What does your future hold?
UK-trained medium, BIB (of ill repute), will guide you through the mystery
that is the Realm of THE DEAD, if you dare! By appointment only!Bring: interest in the other side

ongoing Roaming Tailgate Party Campsite @ roaming (Blue Intensity)💚
Look out for the human ice chest, chair, tent, and sleeping bag! At some
point(s) we will roam around and give away cold beers (including
non-alcoholic), sodas, potato chips, and other junk foods.

Bring: consensual hugs
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ongoing, Friday at 12pm to
Saturday at 5pm

Sensory Glory Hole @ CircleJerks❤
Stimulate your senses… No, not that one, pervert! This is a *di�erent* kind
of glory hole. You are invited to touch, taste, smell, and hear a variety of
unusual experiences at our Sensory Glory Hole. Like a box of chocolates,
you never know what you’re gonna get (((consensually)))!Bring: all of your senses!

ongoing, 3pm - 8am daily Sexy Bunny Playtime @ Red Light District❤
A sexy play space to explore connections made while traveling down the
rabbit hole. Clothing optional and complete with COLD water so drink up!
Enthusiastic consent only! Please no single men.

Bring: consent and good vibes

ongoing, Thursday to Sunday Slackers Photo Booth @ Slacker Camp💚
Come take a picture or two in Slacker's photo booth. They are your
pictures! We supply the props and backdrop. You take your own picture.
(All pictures taken with consent!)

Bring: your phone and a smile

ongoing, random stampedes at
dates/times agreed to by

participants

Stampede! @ Portal Bunny A-Go-Go (costume pickup & dropoff point)💛
Do you love cows? Do you think cows can do no wrong? If so, stop by
Portal Bunny A-Go-Go camp to borrow a cow suit (or bring your own), and
we'll coordinate a stampede with other willing bovines. We may have a
few, depending on participation level and availability.Bring: lactose tolerance

ongoing (mornings mostly, but
in between hours may be

operational for co�ee, always
for rangers on demand)

Sticky Mike’s Shitty Co�ee Mornings @ Camp Sexy💚
Bring your mug over and grab a nice hot cup o’ joe, primarily mornings
from 7:30am to 10:30am each morning. Or whenever Sticky feels like
making it, pour over Melitta style method. We can do on demand brews
and I’ll bring the Bialetti for espresso if you want something with more of
a kick. Half and half, oat/almond milk, and soy milk available.Bring: your mug and any

special sweeteners (we will
have cane sugar and stevia)

ongoing, Friday and Sunday
are likely for Santa's random

daytime visits

Tall Santa Visits Portal @ roaming💚
Santa will once again visit Portal, spreading cheer and gifts. Be sure to
choose something that you'll love (and not leave behind!) This is
non-judgemental Santa, and he doesn't care about your naughty or nice
status. On the contrary, tales of your debauchery will probably earn you a
special place in his heart! This event will be random and Santa may visit
di�erent camps at di�erent times.

Bring: your sense of wonder
and joy. 'Tis the season to be

jolly!

ongoing Would You Rather? Game @ Would U Rather❤
Play our interactive, ever-changing namesake game! Spin our two wheels,
and choose what you'd rather do! Don't like the options? Swap it out for an
idea of your own! Are you shy? Watch other people engage in the
excitement! It's equal opportunity fun for all.Bring: open minds and

participatory spirits
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Logistic�...………………………………………………..……
Date & Location
Thursday, July 27th at 3pm through Monday, July 31st
at 12pm (noon), at Hummingbird Hill in Almond, NY.

Gate Hours
New arrivals are permitted entry during Gate hours:
● Thursday: 3pm through 10pm
● Friday: 9am through midnight
● Saturday: 9am through 6pm
● Sunday: Gate is closed to new arrivals
● Monday: Gate is closed
Departure and re-entry are limited to emergencies.
Tra�c is not allowed in or out of the event site during
the Saturday and Sunday night burns; you may leave
only after the burn is deemed 'safe' by our Fire Team.

Exodus
We love you, but it's time to go home! All participants
must be completely packed and o�site by noon on
Monday, no exceptions. This includes a final MOOP
sweep of your campsite. Dump all ashes at the main
burn pad and please return any unused firewood to
the pile. Pay attention to road signs indicating the
direction of travel for vehicles and drive slowly (5mph
max) when on the property. Don't forget to check the
Lost and Found located at Gate on your way out. We
are not responsible for anything you leave behind.

Early Arrival
You may arrive before 3pm on Thursday only if you
have prior approval. If you do not have prior
approval, do not arrive before 3pm on Thursday. Early
arrival will be permitted for authorized individuals
critical to making the event happen. This includes, but
is not limited to, BOD Members, Leads, Art Grant
recipients, and Temple/E�gy Builders. Theme Camps
may request early arrival if it's critical for their setup.

Tickets
Tickets must be purchased in advance. Do not show
up without a valid ticket. A government-issued ID
must match the gate list. You do not need to print
your ticket. We will use digital check-in at the gate.

Minors

POrtalBurn is a family event that welcomes
participants of all ages. However, we do have a "Red
Light" district, and children under 18 are prohibited in
this area. Please be aware that nudity is allowed.
Some art may be sexually explicit in nature. Children
12 and under do not require a ticket. Minors 13 to 17
require a ticket. Attendees under 18 will be provided
an ORANGE minor’s wristband. Attendees under 18
must be accompanied by an adult at all times.All
parents and guardians are required to register each
minor in their care at the Gate, and should write their
name(S) on the wristbands of minors in their care.
Failing to adequately supervise minors in your care is
a quick ticket out of POrtalBurn. You may be
immediately ejected without exception or recourse.

Adults
Adults 18 to 20 are permitted throughout the event,
including the "Red Light" district. They will be issued a
BLUE underage wristband, and are prohibited from
drinking alcohol. Adults 21+ are permitted throughout
the event, including the "Red Light" district, and will
be issued a PINK 21+ wristband.

Pets
Pets are not allowed. Service Dogs as defined by the
ADA are the only animals permitted. Emotional
Support Animals and Therapy Animals are not Service
Dogs, and are not permitted at POrtalBurn.

On-Site Parking
All RV, camper, and sleeping vehicle placement must
be pre-approved. If you do not have pre-approved
on-site parking, you must park your vehicle in one of
the main event parking lots. Do not bring an on-site
vehicle (camper, van, RV, etc.) without prior approval.
Do not plan to sleep in your vehicle in the parking lot.

Unloading & Parking
Primary parking is on-site, near open camping. You
may be allowed to drive into parts of the event site to
unload, then move your car to a parking area. If you
arrive after dark, please use flashlights or headlamps
while walking back to the event site. When you arrive,
Parking volunteers will guide you. Most open camping
does not have vehicle access, so it will be 'walk in'
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with a load/unload zone not far away. There are
wagons available to help make it easier, but we
encourage you to bring your own as well. Most placed
Theme Camps will have vehicle access for loading
and unloading. Parking volunteers will manage the
number of vehicles permitted in the theme camp
space at any given time. Once unloaded, theme camp
vehicles must be moved out of the event space to the
primary parking area, unless they have been granted
permission by our Placement Lead to park onsite.

Camping
There are designated areas for theme camps, open
camping, and 'quieter' space. (If you want real quiet,
you should probably bring ear plugs.) See the site
map for designated locations. Burners are typically
"glampers". Set up whatever it is you like, but the
bigger the structures, the more challenging it may be
to find adequate space. We encourage you to light up
your camp. Flashy lights, laser strobes…be as extra as
you like! Illuminating pathways invites participation!

Volunteering
Every person that attends POrtalBurn is a participant.
POrtalBurn is a volunteer driven event - there are zero
paid sta�. We as a community work together to make
POrtalBurn happen. Once on-site, you can visit The
Information Tent (TIT) to see the volunteer schedule
and sign up for open shifts.

Water
Bring your own potable water for camp
needs and personal consumption.

Ice
Ice is the only thing sold at POrtalBurn. It is available
on-site starting Thursday afternoon, through most of
the weekend. The freezer near the lodge will be
stocked with bags. Recommended minimum donation
is $5 per bag. Any extra proceeds will benefit
POrtalBurn Art Grants for 2024! There is NO
RE-ENTRY, so please DO NOT LEAVE TO BUY ICE!

Showers
There will be a communal co-ed shower shelter (no
walls) in a central area, using potable water provided
by our hosts. In keeping with POrtalBurn tradition, it
will be cold! You are welcome to set up your own
shower system near your camp. Please be mindful of

runo� and how it may a�ect the environment (and
others!). Soaps and shampoos MUST be
environmentally friendly, biodegradable, and
non-toxic. Do not leave your shower supplies behind
as a 'gift'. That's just gross.

Pond Rules
The site has a pond. You may swim in it AT YOUR
OWN RISK! Don't forget your floaties. ALL CHILDREN
MUST BE WITH A SOBER ADULT. NO SWIMMING
AFTER DARK. VIOLATORS WILL BE REMOVED.

Trash
This is a 100% LNT (Leave No Trace) event. You are
responsible for every piece of trash you generate. It is
our Civic Responsibility to ensure our event does not
negatively impact the community around us. DO NOT
dump your trash at local businesses. It jeopardizes
the future of our event. Have a 'camp trash plan'.
Discard product packaging prior to arrival. Bring
trash bags and your own portable ashtray. Embrace
reusable supplies. Burn your burnable. Avoid glass
containers. Collect your recycling. Keep trash and
food in your camp covered and closed to avoid
attracting wildlife. LNT means ‘pack it in, pack it out’.

Fire Safety
You can have a burn barrel or elevated fire pit. All fire
pits, flame e�ects, fire circles, and propane/gas
powered flames will be checked by our Fire Team. If
there are any safety concerns, you must address
them. Campfires must be at your campsite, raised o�
the ground, in a contained barrel or elevated fire pit,
and monitored at all times. Do not leave fire
unattended. Camps with fire must have a fire
extinguisher (5 pounds, ABC type) or a filled 5-gallon
water bucket readily available. DO NOT bring outside
firewood. This region is highly sensitive to the Emerald
Ash Borer (an invasive species that is tightly
monitored). Wood from outside the immediate area is
prohibited. As part of your ticket price, POrtalBurn
provides locally obtained wood for burns, camp burn
barrels, and fire pits. There will be a designated ash
dump at the main burn pad. When you leave, dispose
of any ashes from your burn barrel or fire pit
responsibly. Do not discard any ashes or embers
anyplace other than the designated ash dump.

Sound
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Camps with amplified sound must have placement,
and are expected to honor the following
guidelines: Position speakers and adjust levels to
contain sound is contained to your camp and doesn't
bleed into other camps or open camping. Consult with
your neighboring camps when positioning speakers to
avoid conflict. If you are asked by a neighboring
camp to lower your sound, we expect you to resolve
the issue amicably. If you are not able to resolve it,
find the BOD on Call for assistance. POrtalBurn sound
is monitored by volunteers. If someone in an o�cial
capacity asks you to adjust your sound, you are
expected to comply. Sound turndown is between 2am
and 10am (74 decibels measured at 50' from the
sound source). The BOD on Call has db meters
available to help gauge an appropriate sound level.
This is just a guideline. Even if you are within the db
range, you may still be asked to turn down your
sound if the situation warrants it. Sound can carry
unpredictably, so on-site judgment calls may happen.
The POrtalBurn Sound Policy may be updated as the
event unfolds, or as deemed necessary. Sound camps
will be informed if changes arise, and expected to
comply. (Failure to do so may result in the camp
losing sound privileges for the remainder of the event,
and possibly future events. Don't be that person. We
want your sound!)

Nudity
Nudity is allowed within the event space only. Nudity
is not allowed at the Gate, entrance road, parking
area, or any area visible to the general public.

Laws
All New York State laws, including those regarding
drugs and alcohol, apply. Upstate New York
POrtalBurn Arts, Inc. (UNYPA) does not condone ANY
illegal activity. While we are creating a temporary
community with its own rules, this community
coexists within an area of real laws.

Pictures, Film, and Video
Participants understand they may be photographed
at POrtalBurn, only after giving consent, and that
consent must be obtained for all photography, film, or
video at the event. Any person identifiable in the
image or video must express consent to be
photographed or filmed, and photographers must

destroy any image or video at the subject's request,
even if prior consent had been granted. It is
prohibited to take photos or videos of a camp or
person if there is a 'No Photos' sign posted, or a 'No
Photos' policy has been announced. Participants
understand and accept that no use other than
personal use of images, film, or video obtained at the
event may be made without prior written permission
from Upstate New York POrtalBurn Arts, Inc (UNYPA)
and the written permission of any persons identifiable
in the images, film or video.

Accessibility
We welcome all participants, but cannot assure
accessibility to all areas of the venue. It is a large hilly
field! There are no paved roads. The main theme
camp field and RV space is pretty flat and accessible,
weather permitting. There are some established paths
through the woods, but most are fairly rugged, with
inclines. Open camping will consist of walk-in
camping in the wooded areas. We will have at least
one wheelchair-accessible porta potty, and will do our
very best to accommodate needs.

Rangers
Rangers are helpful, clear-headed participants and
non-confrontational volunteer mediators. They are
not cops and not your mom, just good people to find
if you need help! You can spot them in their super
swanky khaki clothing. Blue Light Poles and TIT (The
Information Tent) can radio a Ranger if needed.

First Aid/MASH
First Aid is referred to as MASH. Participants are
expected to be self-reliant. Bring any and all supplies
you might need (medication, first aid supplies,
sunscreen, etc.). There will be a limited supply of
self-service first aid supplies at the MASH tent. In the
event of a medical emergency, MASH volunteers will
use their radios to facilitate medical assistance. The
nearest hospital is St. James Hospital, 7329 Seneca
Road North Hornell, NY 14843.

Waivers
You are responsible for your own health, safety, and
well-being at all times before, during, and after the
event. You will be asked to sign a waiver on arrival
clarifying any liabilities.
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Principle�…………………………..…………………..……..
Radical Inclusion
Anyone may be a part of Burning Man. We welcome and respect the stranger. No prerequisites exist for
participation in our community.

Gifting
Burning Man is devoted to acts of gift giving. The value of a gift is unconditional. Gifting does not contemplate
a return or an exchange for something of equal value.

Decommodification
In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our community seeks to create social environments that are
unmediated by commercial sponsorships, transactions, or advertising. We stand ready to protect our culture
from such exploitation. We resist the substitution of consumption for participatory experience.

Radical Self-Reliance
Burning Man encourages the individual to discover, exercise and rely on their inner resources.

Radical Self-Expression
Radical self-expression arises from the unique gifts of the individual. No one other than the individual or a
collaborating group can determine its content. It is o�ered as a gift to others. In this spirit, the giver should
respect the rights and liberties of the recipient.

Communal E�ort
Our community values creative cooperation and collaboration. We strive to produce, promote and protect
social networks, public spaces, works of art, and methods of communication that support such interaction.

Civic Responsibility
We value civil society. Community members who organize events should assume responsibility for public
welfare and endeavor to communicate civic responsibilities to participants. They must also assume
responsibility for conducting events in accordance with local, state and federal laws.

Leaving No Trace
Our community respects the environment. We are committed to leaving no physical trace of our activities
wherever we gather. We clean up after ourselves and endeavor, whenever possible, to leave such places in a
better state than when we found them.

Participation
Our community is committed to a radically participatory ethic. We believe that transformative change, whether
in the individual or in society, can occur only through the medium of deeply personal participation. We achieve
being through doing. Everyone is invited to work. Everyone is invited to play. We make the world real through
actions that open the heart.

Immediacy
Immediate experience is, in many ways, the most important touchstone of value in our culture. We seek to
overcome barriers that stand between us and a recognition of our inner selves, the reality of those around us,
participation in society, and contact with a natural world exceeding human powers. No idea can substitute for
this experience.
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